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The spin dynamics of an S(1
2
)IN system during the CP mixing

time of continuous wave and variable amplitude cross-polarization
magic angle spinning (CWCPMAS and VACPMAS) experiments
is discussed. The signal enhancement of a low abundant S spin,
coupled to a set of N 5 6 coupled spins with I 5 1

2
, is evaluated as

a function of the length of the mixing time. For CWCPMAS this
signal is first evaluated in the frequency domain and then trans-
formed to the time domain. These calculations provide some
additional insight into the CP spin dynamics and enable a prac-
tical approach toward the evaluation of CP signals of large spin
systems. In addition the adiabatic character of the ramped VACP-
MAS experiments is discussed and S-spin signals of a spin system
with N 5 6 are simulated. Estimates of the upper bounds of the CP
signals as a function of the number of I spins in an S(1

2
)IN system

are given and compared with the calculated values. © 1998 Academic

Press

INTRODUCTION

In a previous publication (1) we discussed some basic prin-
ciples of cross-polarization (CP) experiments on nonrotating
(2) and rotating samples (3). For magic angle spinning (MAS)
we based our theoretical description on Floquet formalism
(4, 5). A description of the spin dynamics during the CP pro-
cess of anS(1

2
)IN spin system was presented, but no calcu-

lations of theS-spin signals using this formalism were re-
ported. Here we present some simulatedS-spin signals of
CPMAS experiments on anS(1

2
)I6 spin system. As was dis-

cussed in Ref. (1), the CP process can be described by the
equilibration of spin populations between spin-energy level
manifolds. For this publication we designed a computer pro-
gram, based on this approach, that was used to evaluate the
signals of CPMAS experiments on systems of up to seven
spins. The analogy between the buildup of the CP signals and
the free induction decay signals of a single heteronuclear spin,
interacting with a set of coupled homonuclear spins, will allow
us to use this program for the simulation of buildup curves of
real experimental CP signals and their Fourier transforms.

In many laboratories it has become standard procedure to
use ramped variable amplitude cross polarization (6, 7). By
doing so an exact setting of the Hartmann–Hahn (H–H) (8)
condition is not necessary and an extra enhancement of the CP
signal is obtained due to the adiabatic character of these
VACPMAS experiments (9). A large variety of amplitude- and

phase-modulated rf fields were applied during the CP mixing
time to improve signal enhancement and lower the effect of rf
inhomogeneities (7). The adiabatic character of these tech-
niques was discussed extensively and demonstrated experi-
mentally (6, 7). The spin physics of CWCPMAS as well as of
VACPMAS on small spin systems has been presented and it
has been shown that Floquet theory provides a convenient
theoretical framework for describing the experimental results
(7). The CP spin dynamics has already been discussed more
than 20 years ago and since then has been the subject of a
variety of additional studies (10–12).

In this publication we use the Floquet spin state formalism to
simulate the CPMAS signals (1). At first the Hamiltonian of an
S(1

2
)IN spin system, consisting of one low abundant spin cou-

pled via the heteronuclear dipolar interaction to a set ofN
homonuclear-coupled spinsI , is defined and the CPMASS-
spin signal is obtained by calculating the CP frequency spec-
trum. Then some calculatedS-spin CPMAS enhancement
curves forN 5 6 are shown and analyzed. This discussion is
extended to a simple ramped amplitude CPMAS experiment,
and again some simulated time-dependentSsignals are shown.
In both cases an upper bound for the CP signals as a function
of the number of homonuclear spins,N, in the system is
estimated and compared with the calculated values. At high
spinning speeds the observed CP spin dynamics is almost
independent of the homonuclear interaction. This is demon-
strated for CWCPMAS signal enhancements.

THE CPMAS HAMILTONIAN

The spin Hamiltonian of anS(1
2
)IN system, irradiated by two

rf fields at the Larmor frequencies of theI and theS spins, in
the doubly rotating frame has the form (2)

H 5 2v1II z 2 v1SSz 2
1

2 O
i,j

aij ~t!~3I ziI zj 2 I i z I j!

1 O
i

bi~t!I xiSx
,

[1]

where the homonuclear interaction terms are truncated with
respect to the rf irradiation termv1II z. Thez directions of the
I andS spins are chosen parallel to the the rf field directions.
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The coefficients of the homonuclear and heteronuclear dipolar
terms are time-dependent due to sample spinning and contain
exp{ikvRt} terms with k 5 22, 21, 11, 12 (13). To
simplify the discussion we ignored all chemical shift terms in
the Hamiltonian of Eq. [1]. The matrix representation of this
Hamiltonian in Floquet space, defined by the manifolds of
dressed statesuMpan& and uMpbn& with p 5 1, . . . , nM, can
be evaluated by calculating the rf elements,

^MpanuHF
rfuMpan& 5 nvR 1 Mv1I 1

1
2
v1S

^MpbnuHF
rfuMpbn& 5 nvR 1 Mv1I 2

1
2
v1S, [2]

the homonuclear dipolar interaction elements,

^MpanuHF
II uMpan 1 k& 5 ^MpbnuHF

II uMpbn 1 k&

5 O
i,j

a ij ~Mpp!ak
ij

^MpanuHF
II uMqan 1 k& 5 ^MpbnuHF

II uMqbn 1 k&

5 O
i,j

a ij ~Mpq!ak
ij , [3]

and the heteronuclear dipolar interaction elements,

^MpanuHF
ISu~M 6 1!qbn 1 k& 5 O

i51

N

a i~Mpq
6 !bk

i , [4]

with

ak
ij 5

1

4

g I
2m0\

r ij
3 Guku

ij exp$ikf ij %

bk
i 5

1

4

g IgSm0\

r ij
3 G?k?

i exp$ikf i% [5]

and the coefficients

a ij ~Mpq! 5 2^Mpu~3I z i I z j 2 I i z I j!uMq&

a i~Mpq
6 ! 5 2^MpuI xiu~M 6 1!q&. [6]

For each pairp, q there can be only one coefficienta ij 5 21
and a i 5 1. The number ofI -spin states in the manifolds
{ uMan&} are nM, p, q 5 1, . . . , nM; a andb are the spin-up
and spin-down states of theSspin andn 5 2`, . . . ,` are the
Fourier indices. TheGij and Gi coefficients are geometric

functions of the polar angles (u ij , f ij ) and (u i, f i) of the
homo- and heteronuclear dipolar vectorsr ij andr i in the rotor
frame, respectively (14).

For rf fields that satisfy one of the Hartmann–Hahn con-
ditions (3) v1I ' v1S 1 kvR, the Floquet matrix can be
divided into block diagonals that are represented in the
manifold of states {uMan&, u(M 1 1)bm&} (see Fig. 1) (1).
The states in the two manifolds {uMan&} and { uM 1 1bn 1
k&} are coupled via the heteronuclear interaction for all
values M , N/ 2, whereas the states in {u(N/ 2)an&} and
{ u(2N/ 2)bn&} are not coupled to respectiveb and a states.
For a number ofN-coupledI spins the actual dimension of
each diagonal block is (nM 1 nM11) Nf, whereNf 5 2nf 1 1
is the number of dressed states defining the dimension of
the truncated Hamiltonian,n 5 2nf, . . . , nf. For example,
for N 5 6 and withNf 5 11 these dimensions are equal to
77, 231, 385, 385, 231, and 77 forM 5 2, 1, 0, 21, 22,
and 23 and nM 5 6, 15, 20, 15, 6, and 1, respectively,
whereas {u3an&} and { u23bn&} are not interacting with other
manifolds.

To simulate theS-spin signal after a CPMAS mixing period
the block diagonals must be constructed and diagonalized. The
resulting eigenvaluesln

r (M) and eigenvectorsuln
r (M)&, with

r 5 1, . . . , (nM 1 nM11), govern the time-dependent CPS
signals. Numerical diagonalization of the matrices becomes
impractical for largeN andNf values. Here we have restricted
ourselves toN # 6 andNf 5 13.

CWCPMAS SIGNALS

In a conventional constant amplitude CPMAS experi-
ment the initial state of theI spins is prepared by ap/2
pulse. Thus at the start of the CP mixing time,t 5 0, the
normalized Floquet density matrix,R(0), hasnonzero ma-

FIG. 1. A schematic representation of the interacting Floquet state man-
ifolds { uMan 2 k&} and { uM 1 1bn&} at the Dn 5 k Hartmann–Hahn
condition. The spread of thenM and nM11 energy levels, induced by the
homonuclear dipole–dipole interaction, is reduced by the spinning speed and
is schematically represented by the parameteruaeffu. The effective hetero-
nuclear interactions at the H–H condition are represented byubu.
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trix elements (5) (corresponding to the initial spin density
matrix I z)

^MpanuR~0!uMpan& 5 ^MpbnuR~0!uMpbn&

5 Z21bLMv0I [7]

with v0I the I -spin Larmor frequency. The intensity of the
S signal at the end of the mixing periodt is proportional to
the time-dependent expectation value ofSz. The Floquet
operator,ZS, which corresponds toSz, has matrix elements
(5) given by

^MpanuZSuMpan& 5 2^MpbnuZSuMpbn& 5 1/ 2, [8]

and the normalizedS signal can be written as

S~t! 5 S0
21$S~N/ 2! 1 O

M52N/ 2

N/ 221 O
n52`

`

Sn
M~t!exp$invRt%%. [9]

The normalization factorS0
21 is equal to the inverse of theS

signal after a singlep/2 pulse (5)

S0 5 Z21bLv0S O
M52N/ 2

N/ 2

$O
p51

nM

^Mpa0uZS
2uMpa0&

1 O
q51

nM

^Mqb0uZS
2uMqb0&}

5
1

2
Z21bLv0S$O

M

nM% [10]

with v0S the S-spin Larmor frequency. The first term in the
curly braces in Eq. [9] is the signal resulting from the nonin-
teracting manifolds {uN/ 2an&} and { u2N/ 2bn&}. The density
matrix elementŝ N/ 2anuR(t)uN/ 2an& 5 Z21bLv0IN/ 2 and
^2N/ 2bnuR(t)u2N/ 2bn& 5 2Z21bLN/ 2 are time-indepen-
dent, and

S~N/ 2! 5 ^N/ 2a0uR~t! ZSuN/ 2a0&

1 ^2N/ 2b0uR~t! ZSu 2 N/ 2b0&

5 Z21bLv0I$N/ 2%, [11]

The time-dependent coefficientsSn
M(t) are contributions from

the manifolds {uMan&, uM 1 1bm&}

Sn
M~t! 5 O

p51

nM

^MpanuR~t! ZSuMpa0&

1 O
q51

nM11

^~M 1 1!qbnuR~t! ZSu~M 1 1!qb0&

5
1

2 O
p51

nM

^MpanuR~t!uMpa0&

2
1

2 O
q51

nM11

^~M 1 1!qbnuR~t!u~M 1 1!qb0&. @12#

The matrix elements in these expansions are time-dependent
and oscillate with frequencies that are equal to the Floquet
energy differences.

At t 5 0 only the elements withn 5 0 are different from
zero

S0
M~0! 5 Z21bLv0I$1/ 2MnM 2 1/ 2~M 1 1!nM11% [13]

and the sum in Eq. [9] becomes just equal to2S(N/ 2)

O
M52N/ 2

N/ 221 O
n52`

`

Sn
M~0! 5 2Z21bLv0IN/ 2. [14]

As a result the expected signal att 5 0 equals zero andS(t)
increases according to Eq. [9]. The actual time dependence of
S(t) must be evaluated by calculating the time-dependent ma-
trix elements. This signal reaches a constant value when the
interference between the oscillating terms in Eq. [9] reaches
some average value. In systems with small values ofN the CP
signals of individual crystallites in a powder sample oscillate
around an average value. However, the signal of a polycrys-
talline sample reaches some constant value that is equal to the
sum of the signals of the individual single crystallites. The rise
time of the CP signal can be calculated for a small spin system
and is governed mainly by the interaction between theS spin
and its nearest neighboringI spins. TheSsignal approaches its
maximum value similarly to the decay of the FID signal of an
S spin that is coupled to an ensemble of coupledI spins (1). In
both cases the interference of the oscillating coherences con-
tributing to the signal reaches an average value that is zero for
the FID and different from zero for the CP signal. It is not a
trivial task to calculate the CPS-signal intensity for long
contact times. However, we can estimate the intensity of this
CP signal by making some simple assumptions. Before doing
so we must emphasize that in our discussion, all spin–spin and
spin–lattice relaxation mechanisms are ignored.
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CWCPMAS SIGNAL ENHANCEMENT

The average CPS signal can be estimated by using the
following arguments. The CP process does not change the
total energy of the spin system and does not change the
eigenvalues of its density operator. Att 5 0 the nonzero
diagonal elements of the density matrix are determined
by Eq. [7]. The values of these elements are the eigen-
values of the density matrix. For increasing CP mixing times
the unitary evolution operator generates elements at dif-
ferent positions in the density matrix and changes the
values^MpanuR(t)uMpan& and ^(M 1 1)pbnuR(t)u(M 1 1)pbn&
of the diagonal elements. For increasingN values the
number of oscillating terms comprising these elements be-
comes large and it becomes useful to consider their time-
averaged values. The time dependence of the off-diagonal
and diagonal elements ofR(t) does not change its eigen-
values. However, the averaged off-diagonal elements be-
come zero and the averaged diagonal elements reach a value
that is not necessarily equal to these eigenvalues. Similar
arguments are found in Sørensen’s derivation of the univer-
sal bounds of polarization transfer experiments (15). We can
estimate an upper bound for the CPS signal when we
assume that the average values of all diagonal elements in
each interacting manifold {uMan&, uM 1 1bm&} become
equal.

The CP evolution of the spin system at the Hartmann–
Hahn conditionv1I 2 v1S 5 kvR can be described by
following R(t) in the {uMan&, uM 1 1bn 1 k&} manifolds.
Although the {uMaan&} and { uMabn&} states are not the
eigenstates of the total spin system, the diagonal elements of
R(t) in the representation of these states are called popula-
tions and their average values are defined by the population
parameters

P~Mp, a! 5 ^MpanuR~t!uMpan&

P~~M 1 1!q, b! 5 ^~M 1 1!bbn 1 kuR~t!u~M 1 1!bbn 1 k&,

[15]

where the bars represent time averaged values of the matrix
elements. These parameters will reach some constant values in
a time that is of the order of the inverse of the heteronuclear
interaction strength. We estimate that the final values of the
populations are equal to the average of the populations of the
coupled levels att 5 0. At the Hartmann–Hahn condition
these levels have nearly equal energy and this assumption does
not violate the conservation of energy:

P~Mp, a! 5 P~~M 1 1!q, b!

5 Z21bLv0I

nMM 1 nM11~M 1 1!

nM 1 nM11
. @16#

Insertion of these parameters in the expression for the signal in

Eq. [12] results in an upper bound for the normalized CPMAS
signal:

Sub 5
v0I

v0S
H1

2 O
M52N/ 2

N/ 2

nMJ21

3 HN/ 2 1
1

2 O
M52N/ 2

N/ 221 nM 2 nM11

nM 1 nM11

3 ~nM M 1 nM11~M 1 1!!J
5

v0I

v0S
$ O

M52N/ 2

N/ 2

nM%21H O
M52N/ 2

N/ 221 2nMnM11

nM 1 nM11
J . @17#

This bound is plotted in Fig. 2 and represents the maximum signal
that one can expect from a spin system withN I spins. For very
largeN its value approaches the spin-thermodynamic equilibrium
valuev0I/v0S, which is equal to the ratio between the magneto-
gyric ratios of theI and theSspins. The actual quasi-equilibrium
state of the spin system at the end of a CP process will be
characterized by a signal that is generally significantly smaller
thanSub and that depends on the geometry of the spin system and
the NMR parameters. In static cross-polarization and spin diffu-
sion experiments similar differences between quasi-equilibrium
and ideal thermal-equilibrium states were studied experimentally
and numerically (12, 16–19).

CWCPMAS SIGNAL SIMULATIONS

The simulations of the CPMASS signals are performed for
a model spin system of the form

CD2H
aO yCH2

bOCHcACHdOxCOOHe,

FIG. 2. The upper bounds of the relative CPMASS-spin signal of a
CWCPMAS (squares, according to Eq. [17]) and a fully adiabatic VACPMAS
(circles, according to Eq. [20]) experiment as function of the number,N, of I
spins in anS(1

2
)IN spin system.
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with a conformation of ad2-pent-2-ene-oic acid molecule.
CPMAS signals for singly13C-labeled molecules, withx 5 13
andy 5 12 orx 5 12 andy 5 13, are simulated as a function
of the mixing time. In this publication the simulations are not
yet compared with actual experimental results. However, the
results provide a means for investigating thoroughly the CP
spin dynamics and for ascertaining our ability to calculate CP
signal enhancements in real experiments.

In order to obtain the magnitude of theS-spin signal as a
function of the mixing time we used the expression (5)

S~t! 5 $S~N/ 2!/S0 1 O
M52N/ 2

N/ 221 O
r ,s51

nM1nM11 O
n

An
rs~M!

3 exp$i ~ln
r ~M! 2 l0

s~M!!t%} [18]

with

An
rs~M! 5 S0

21 O
k

$^l0
suRM~0! 1 RM11~0!ulk

r &%^ln
r uZSul0

s&.

[19]

The coefficientsAn
rs(M) and frequenciesln

r (M) 2 l0
s(M) are ob-

tained from the diagonalization of the {uMan&, u(M 1 1)bm&}
Floquet matrix blocks andS(N/2) from Eq. [10]. The normaliza-
tion factor is proportional to the total number ofI-spin levels in the
system, according to Eq. [11]. Fourier analysis of Eq. [18] results
in a frequency spectrum that can be constructed by adding signal
intensities of magnitudeAn

rs(M) at frequenciesln
r (M) 2 l0

s(M).
This CP spectrum, which is a function of the structure of the spin
system, gives upon powder integration lineshapes that could be
analyzed in terms of molecular structure in the same way as
Fourier-transformed dipolar free induction decay signals.

In the actual calculations we evaluated the CPMASS-spin
signals in the frequency domain for a set of orientations of our
model compound. CWCPMAS powder spectra were con-
structed by evaluation of the amplitudesAn

rs(M) at frequencies
{ ln

r (M) 2 l0
s(M)} and the addition of the intensityS(N/ 2)/S0

at zero frequency, as shown in Fig. 3. The lineshapes of these
spectra can be compared with Fourier transforms of experi-
mental CPMASS-signal intensities as a function of the mixing
time t, when they are independent ofT1r rotating frame
relaxation times. These shapes can be analyzed in terms of the
molecular structure of the spin systems. The frequency axes of
these spectra do not correspond to the rf irradiation frequencies
or the frequencies of the free induction decay signals after
cross polarization. Inverse Fourier transform of the simulated
CPMAS spectra gives rise to the time-dependent signals shown
in Fig. 4. For these calculations we assumed a spinning fre-
quency ofnR 5 20 kHz and conditions for the rf field inten-
sities n1I 2 n1S 5 0, 10, and 20 kHz. These three values
correspond to the less-efficient H–H condition,Dn 5 0, an
intermediate case, and the efficient H–H condition,Dn 5 1,
respectively (1). The powder signals reach maximum values

that are smaller than the upper bound value of 0.86gI/gS for
N 5 6. As expected, the results for13COOH exhibit a much
slower rise time than for13CH2. The time dependence of theS
signal forn1I 2 n1S 5 40 kHz, i.e.,Dn 5 2, is very similar to
the results forDn 5 1.

For a spinning speed of 20 kHz the relative signal intensities
at theDn 5 1, 2 H–H conditions reach a value that is of the
order of 0.6gI/gS. Similar values are obtained when we eval-
uate the signals for spin systems with only three interacting
protons or when we ignore all homonuclear interaction terms in
the Hamiltonian, even for the six-proton case (see Fig. 5). We
must therefore conclude that at a spinning speed of 20 kHz the
effective homonuclear dipolar interaction is so much reduced
that it hardly influences the CP spin dynamics. In a recent
publication (20) on calculations of MAS spectra of a six-proton
spin system we showed that fornR 5 20 kHz the dipolar
interaction is indeed significantly reduced. Thus it should be
expected that the CP signal is almost solely determined by the
heteronuclear dipolar interaction.

For the H–H condition withDn 5 0 the situation is more

FIG. 3. The13C CWCPMAS frequency spectra of13CH2 in our six-proton
model molecule for a spinning speed of 20 kHz and an rf amplitude difference
(n1I 2 n1S) equal to 20 kHz at theDn 5 1 (top) Hartmann–Hahn condition and
equal to 0 kHz at theDn 5 0 (bottom) Hartmann–Hahn condition. The
integrated intensity of these spectra are zero and the center peak is generated
mainly by theS(N/ 2) signal contribution in Eq. [9]. Inverse Fourier transfor-
mation results in theS-spin CWCPMAS curves shown in Fig. 4.
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complicated. In this case the CP signal enhancement process is
governed by an indirect process, where levels in the manifolds
{ uMan&} and { uM 1 1bn&} are coupled via states {uM 1
1bn 1 l &} and { uMan 1 l 9&}, with l , l 9 5 2, 1, 21, 22 (5).
The S signal in the presence of the homonuclear interaction
reaches its maximum value at a slow rate and exceeds the
signals forDn 5 1, 2. For the13CH2 carbon theS signal
reaches a value of;0.75gI/gS, significantly higher than the
value forDn 5 1, 2.

Some of the calculated signals show rotor-synchronized oscil-
lations. Calculations of the CP signal enhancements for a spinning
speed of 10 kHz gave results similar to those in Fig. 4 forDn 5

0 and 1, and larger signals for the intermediate casen1I 2 n1S 5
5 kHz. The amplitudes of the oscillations were somewhat larger
for nR 5 10 kHz than fornR 5 20 kHz.

Thus we can conclude that for high spinning speeds the
CWCPMAS experiments on13C–1HN spin systems at the
Dn 5 61, 62 H–H conditions result in maximum carbon
signals that do not increase for an increasing number,N, of
protons. Only when the effective homonuclear interaction is
significant can one expect a sufficient population redistri-
bution that causes the signal to approach its upper bound
value.

RAMPED VACPMAS SIGNALS

To simulate theS-spin signal as a function of the mixing
time in a VACPMAS experiment the time-dependent spin
evolution operatorU(0, tmix) of the S(1

2
)IN spin system must

be evaluated. In our calculations we use the Floquet approach
to evaluate this evolution operator. A variable amplitude of one
of the rf fields results in a spin Hamiltonian that is not neces-
sarily periodic in time. In our calculations we considered an rf
field differenceDv(t) 5 v1I(t) 2 v1S(t) that was increased
synchronously with the sample spinning. The amplitudes of the
fields were kept constant during each rotor period and were
modified only at timest 5 kkTR, with TR 5 2p/vR andk 5
0, 1, 2 . . . . TheFloquet HamiltonianHF

k during each time
interval,kkTR3 (k 1 1)kTR, was constructed for a constant
Dv(k) value and the matrix elements ofU(kkTR, (k 1 1)kTR)
were derived from the elements of the Floquet evolution op-
erator (1, 5). The time-independent Floquet matrix during each
time interval was again subdivided into diagonal blocks, de-
fined by the manifolds {uMan&, u(M 1 1)bm&}, and diago-FIG. 4. Calculated13C CWCPMAS curves for the13COOH and13CH2

carbons of the D2HCOCH2OCHACHOCOOH molecule at the Hartmann–
Hahn conditionsn1I 2 n1S 5 0 kHz (top) andn1I 2 n1S 5 20 kHz (bottom)
for a spinning speed of 20 kHz. The results at the intermediate case, whenn1I

2 n1S5 1/2nR, is shown in the middle of the figure. These results demonstrate
the difference between the CP efficiency of the direct and higher order Floquet
state population equilibration at theDn 5 1 and Dn 5 0 conditions,
respectively. At a spinning speed of 20 kHz the homonuclear interaction is
reduced significantly and forDn 5 1 the CP signal enhancement is governed
mainly by the heteronuclear interaction. The CP process atDn 5 0 is possible
only when there is a homonuclear interaction present and the effective reduc-
tion of this interaction slows down this process.

FIG. 5. A comparison between the13C CWCPMAS curve of the13CH2

carbon in our model compound at theDn 5 1 Hartmann–Hahn condition and
the curve calculated for the same carbon assuming a zero homonuclear inter-
action (a 5 0) between the protons. This result is an indication of the effective
reduction of the homonuclear interaction at a spinning speed of 20 kHz.
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nalized sequentially. The elements of the spin evolution oper-
ator, such as (4, 5)

^MpauU~kkTR, ~k 1 1!kTR!uMqa&

5 O
n

^Mpanuexp$2iH F~tm! 3 kTR%uMqa0&,

were then calculated and the signal was obtained by the matrix
multiplication

U~0, KTR! 5 P
k50

K21

U~kkTR, ~k 1 1!kTR!

and

S~KTR! 5
v0I

v0S
$ O

M52N/ 2

N/ 2

nM%21

3 $N 1 O
M52N/ 2

N/ 221 O
p51

nM

Mu^MpauU~0, KTR!uMpa&u2

2 O
M52N/ 211

N/ 2 O
p51

nM

Mu^MpbuU~0, KTR!uMpb&u2}.

[20]

In Fig. 6 the ramped VACPMAS signals as a function of the
mixing time are shown for the13COOH and13CH2 carbons in our
six-proton model system. In these calculations the rf field differ-
ences were increased, as shown in the figure, and the sample
spinning frequency was 20 kHz. Starting at values of210 and 10
kHz the difference was increased in 60 steps up to values of 10
and 30 kHz, respectively. During the mixing time the spin system
passes, respectively, through theDn 5 0 and 1 H–H condition,
causing a level crossing of the manifold of Floquet statesuMpan&
and u(M 1 1)qbm&. This ramped amplitude CPMAS experiment
can cause population exchange between coupled states, when
their level crossing is adiabatic (1, 7, 20). These population redis-
tributions will again result in anS-spin signal enhancement.

Just as for the CWCPMAS experiment the above results can
be compared with the maximum possible signal that can be
expected in these experiments. The upper bound for differentN
values can be estimated when we assume that the level cross-
ings are pairwise and adiabatic (15, 21). With these assump-
tions thenM states of {uMan&} and nM11 states ofu(M 1
1)bn 1 1&, for eachn and for exampleDn51, interchange
their populations a number of times, which is equal to the
smallest of the two valuesnM andnM11. After a full adiabatic
passage the diagonal elements of the final Floquet density
matrix are equal to the diagonal elements of the initial density
matrix. This rearrangement of elements does not change the
eigenvalues of the density matrix and the populations in Eq.

[15] do not need any time averaging. A straightforward calcu-
lation results then in the normalized upper bound signal for the
adiabatic ramped amplitude CPMAS experiment for an even
numberN of I spins of the form

Sub 5
v0I

v0S
O

M5N/ 2

0

~nM 2 nM11! M 1 nM11 [21]

with nM 5 0 for M . N/ 2. In Fig. 2 this bound is shown as
a function of the number ofI spins in theS(1

2
)IN system. For

example, forN 5 100 the valueSub equals 1.84gI/gS. As can
be seen in Fig. 6 the signals of the six-proton system do not
reach their upper bound, which is equal to 1.37 forN 5 6. This
is an indication that the level-crossing process is more com-
plicated than according to the adiabatic assumption. This
should not surprise us, when we consider the number of states
that are undergoing the quasi-adiabatic process simultaneously,
even in our relatively simple model molecule.

To demonstrate the complexity of the process we show in

FIG. 6. The13C VACPMAS signal enhancement (filled circles) of the13COOH
and the13CH2 carbons in our model compound. The time dependences of (n1I 2
n1S) in these ramped amplitude CPMAS experiments are shown for the four
calculations. These rf intensity differences are passing through theDn 5 0 and 1
Hartmann–Hahn conditions. These CP results are compared with the CWCPMAS
results (open circles) at the exactDn 5 0 and 1 conditions. The maximum13C
signals are significantly smaller than the upper bound signal forN 5 6 in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 7 the time dependence of the 35 diagonal elements of the
spin density matrix belonging to the {u(M 5 21)a&; u(M 5
0)b&} subspace of a single crystallite of our model molecule.
These elements were calculated for the experiment presented in
Figs. 6b and 6d. Att 5 0 these values are equal to the initial
populations21 and 0 of theu(M 5 21)a& and u(M 5 0)b&
spin states, respectively. If the CP process is purely adiabatic
these values should again be equal to21 and 0 at the end of the
mixing time. That this is not so can be learned from the results
of 13CH2 and13COOH shown in Fig. 7.

Modifications in the ramped amplitude of the VACPMAS
experiment will result in different final populations and an
optimization of the shape ofDv(kTR) could result in some
maximum powder signal. This was not done here, and discus-
sions about optimization of the shapes of the rf fields can be
found in the literature (7, 8).

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this publication we have demonstrated the use of Floquet
formalism to calculate CPMAS signals. The size of the spin
system that can be treated with this approach is restricted by the
time it takes to diagonalize large matrices. For example, the
calculations of a whole CPMAS powder spectrum, as in Fig. 3,
takes 6 h of CPUtime and a VACPMAS curve, as in Fig. 6a, takes
24 h of CPU time for 300 crystallite orientations on an ALPHA
DEC station, without using parallel computing. The emphasis of
our discussion was on the methodology of computation. At a later
stage these calculations will be used to analyze experimental
CWCPMAS results and to optimize VACPMAS methods in
particular for high field experiments on samples spinning at fre-
quencies larger than 20 kHz. Then the CP process can become

independent of the homonuclear interaction and theS-signal en-
hancement can be evaluated by multiplying the cosine functions,
describing the time dependence of the signal on the heteronuclear
interactions between theS spin and the individualI spins. In
addition the influence of spin–lattice relaxation and molecular
motion on the CPMAS curves should be considered in the future.
This would require an extension of our program by taking dy-
namic NMR Floquet theory into account.

For large spin systems it will be necessary to use approximate
methods to evaluate the influence ofI spins that are not directly
coupled to theSspin. In the CWCPMAS calculations this can be
achieved by a line broadening of the CPMAS frequency spectrum
and an increase of its center frequency value. In the case of the
ramped VACPMAS experiments this is more difficult and more
efficient computational methods must be developed.
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FIG. 7. The time dependence of the diagonal elementsPi(tmix) equal to
^Mpaur(tmix)uMpa& and^(M 1 1)qaur(tmix)u(M 1 1)qb& of the13COOH and
13CH2 carbon spin density matrix, {r(tmix)}, for M 5 21, p 5 1, . . . , 15,
q 5 1, . . . , 20, andi 5 1, . . . , 35, of a single crystallite of our model
compound. These elements are calculated for the ramped amplitude CPMAS
experiment shown in Figs. 6b and 6d, with a spinning speed of 20 kHz. For
13COOH the process is almost adiabatic, because the diagonal elements at the
end of the mixing time are about equal to their initial values attmix 5 0. For
the13CH2 carbon the CP process is far from adiabatic as can be seen from the
variations in the 35 diagonal matrix elements during the contact time.
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